The Smart-Clip™ ALLVIEW™ Mirror will install on oversized rearview mirrors that are no more than 3 ½ inches in width. Please follow the steps below for proper installation on an oversized rearview mirror. Please note that oversized rearview mirrors can vary in shape and size and are manufacturer specific.

**Step 1**
First, adjust the oversized rearview mirror to its normal position as shown.

**Step 2**
Next, tilt the oversized rearview mirror vertically and face down for better leverage as shown.

**Step 3 (Front View)**
Then, place both feet (as indicated by the dashed lines) of the spring-loaded sliding legs of the Smart-Clip™ ALLVIEW™ Mirror against the bottom of the oversized rearview mirror. Now, pull up (as indicated by the up arrow) on the Smart-Clip™ ALLVIEW™ Mirror until it snaps on top of the oversized rearview mirror into place. As you pull up, you will feel resistance that ensures a secure fit.

**Step 4**
Finally, in its normal position adjust the Smart-Clip™ ALLVIEW™ Mirror for proper use.